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Note from our designer

THE FALKLAND CURRENT 

This collection was inspired by desert colours. It was photographed in Belgium, far away 
from the Patagonian Steppe and the Falkland Current. The names were inspired by desert 

regions from around the world.

Amy Behn



BED LINEN

SAN GABRIEL STRIPE

We are back with our classic top of bed sateen construction in 100% linen. This time it’s a black and old rose all-over 
stripe, sitting on an ecru ground. To make it even a bit more fabulous, mix with the new coverlet collection, The 
Patagonian Stripe. Pair with Madison White Sand sheeting.

Available in duvet cover, pillow case and pillow sham

Colour: Stripe 

100% linen – washed finish
200 g/m2

ACCESSORIES

THE PATAGONIAN STRIPE

This is a new coverlet collection inspired by the love for our Belgian Towels! It’s a medium weight construction, 
seamed down the middle, and finished with fringe at the top and bottom of the coverlet. There are two different old 
rose and black stripes running across the width of the coverlet, near the top and near the bottom. We also introduce 
two different pillow designs, each one representing a stripe from the coverlet design. 

Available in coverlet (260x240cm) and pillow cover (63x63cm)

Colour coverlet: Stripe
Colours pillow cover: Black stripe, Multi stripe 

100% linen - washed finish
460 g/m2



The Belgian Towel - Pillow - Pouch    Inyo

San Gabriel Stripe

The Belgian Towel - Pillow - Pouch    Inyo

The Patagonian Stripe



ACCESSORIES

THE BELGIAN TOWEL - PILLOW - POUCH

Not one but two new Belgian Towels grace the pages of our catalogue this season. The first new design has an ecru 
ground and black and old rose stripes running across the top and the bottom of the towel. The pillow and the pouch 
pull stripe inspiration from the towel. The second Belgian Towel has sage and old rose stripes sitting on an ecru 
ground. The pillow and pouch pull stripe inspiration from the towel. Both collections are meant to mix and match 
with the new table and bed linen collections.

Available in 
The Belgian Towel as fouta (110x180cm), guest towel (55x65cm), and small fouta (35x50cm)
The Belgian Pillow as pillow cover (50x50cm)
The Belgian Pouch as pouch (23x16cm)

Colour: Inyo, Laguna Verde

100% linen – washed finish
335 g/m2

TABLE LINEN

GYPSUM

This is our classic, striped table linen collection in a modern twill construction. This time in sage, old rose, and black 
stripes which run down the center and the sides of the ecru ground tablecloth. This collection mixes beautifully with 
the new Mojave napkins.

Available in tablecloth, table runner, napkin, and guest towel

Colour: Stripe

100% linen
225 g/m2

MOJAVE

This open weave napkin construction is becoming a Libeco classic. This one is an old rose colour with ecru, sage, and 
black stripes running across the width, a different stripe at the top than at the bottom. As previously mentioned, a 
great complement to the Gypsum collection!

Available in napkin (40x40cm)

Colour: Stripe

100% linen – washed finish
90 g/m2



The Belgian Towel - Pillow - Pouch    Laguna Verde

Mojave

The Belgian Towel - Pillow - Pouch    Laguna VerdeGypsum


